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Solution IP

solved.
The smarter all-in-one
communications engine
for your business.

solutionip.co.uk

+44 (0) 333 2000 903
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There are no problems.
Only Solution IP

We’re all about creating
contented clients. Knowing
what matters to them
matters to us. Caring
passionately about their
goals and ambitions. Going
beyond the everyday to
help them succeed.”

The modern business faces many challenges,
especially when it comes to tech. Innovation
and new ideas grab the headlines every day.
It all sounds very exciting.
But separating what you actually need from
everything that’s new... well, this calls for
experience and expertise.

Partick Lincoln,
Director & Founder, Solution IP

R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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Just because it’s shiny doesn’t mean
it’s right for your business.
When it comes to communications, we’re
here to help you. The better we understand
your options, the better we can design a
solution that suits your needs both now
and into the future.

To standstill is to fall behind.

Free yourself from voice and
network upkeep.
Finally, our team can help with day-to-day
communications. Taking calls on your behalf
and training your team. This means you’re
free to focus on all those other vital matters
that bring you growth and success.

But latching on to the latest thing can also
be a mistake… an expensive one at that.
Since we launched in 2006, our friendly,
consultative approach has helped hundreds
of clients understand what’s out there and
what works best for them. We act as your
filter. Making sense of it all.
We’re also experts in helping businesses
when they switch systems. We draw up
the plans. We do the hard yards. We take
the stress away.

We’re experts at delivering
projects. At the rate we were
growing we needed someone
who could keep pace with our
requirements as well as deliver
projects to the same high
standard we are used to.”
Hydrock Engineering
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Powered by
Solution IP.

Here’s the thing:
Not even an IT expert knows everything
about communications tech innovation
and network infrastructure. Your job is
to look for exceptional value and reliable
tech in choosing or switching suppliers.
What you need is a trusted voice at your
side. Not just a supplier, but someone
who gets what your business is all about.

You want to dazzle and delight. You’ve
got people counting on you. But what if you
can’t actually do what you need to do?
What if your business is held back by
outdated systems, poor service levels,
missed calls or slow internet?

R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH

See how we supported the growth
of the UKs largest veterinary group
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Start your engine
What your organisation needs is a
high-performance engine to power you
collectively forward. Precision designed by
experts. Engineered through insight and
innovation. Fuelled by a 24/7 commitment
to deliver only the very best.

Your trusted ally
With Solution IP at your side, that’s exactly
what you get. The end result? The fastest
fibre, the strongest network and the best
tech. Giving you communication speed,
performance and agility.

92% of UK SMEs are
investing in security

73% in cloud
63% in social technologies
(like unified communications).

4 out of 5
of our customers are happy to
actively recommend Solution IP
for their communications.

Tech we run,
day in day out.
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“Growing into the
UK’s largest veterinary
group we needed
trusted suppliers who
helped us navigate
changing technologies
and flexible solutions”
Independent Vetcare

Networked
phone systems
Cloud SIP Trunks
Managed
Data Circuits

solved.

We catered for
each sites bespoke
requirements, whilst
ensuring a consistent
client experience.
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We do things
differently

You have a specific issue
you need to fix. But you
know the smart choice is to
talk to an expert who can
help you do the right thing.

From office moves to slow internet speeds,
messy infrastructure to mobile workforces,
single failure systems to secure communications,
we’ve successfully tackled the comms challenges
of hundreds of SMEs over the years.
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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On your side
We’ve done the hard yards and guided
businesses seamlessly through their tech
switch-overs.
As a result, we can offer you a wealth
of knowledge and experience.
But we also believe in bringing fresh
ideas to the table. We see ourselves as
a challenger to the big boys. A David
to their Goliath. Doing things with care
and attention in a world of imprecise,
off-the-shelf solutions.

We had 6 individual
branch phone systems
and expensive
ISDN phone lines.
We wanted a flexible,
reliable solution from a
trusted local provider”
Barcan+Kirby
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Connection
is everything

Being on the right network
and accessing superfast
broadband changes
everyone’s experience of
your business. Sounds
amazingly easy, doesn’t it?
So now you’re thinking
who can help you make
this a reality. Do we need
to give you a hint.

Some people assume connectivity is simply about
speed. There’s more to it than that. Slow isn’t
slow because it’s slow. There are always reasons.
Like shared phone and internet lines jamming
through heavy data usage. And what of line
security? Yes, fast is good – but fast also needs
to be reliable and risk-free.
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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Frustrated with slow internet speeds?
The world doesn’t wait anymore. Every second
spent staring at a slow-loading screen is a
business opportunity slipping away. And those
video conference meetings that crash every
ten seconds. You don’t need that anymore.
What you want is fast and frictionless.
Suddenly you’re talking our language.

Internet traffic is tripling
by 2022, growing faster than
your network can handle

Connection conundrums?
People work in different ways these days.
In the office. At home. On the move. At
multiple locations. The smart business uses
this workplace mobility to its advantage
and ensures it keeps everyone connected
at all times. Whenever. Wherever. Better
work, better working ways. Which means
you get more things done.

Leave it to us
The beauty of working with Solution IP is we’ll
figure out your usage needs, design a bespoke
package for your business, put it in place, and
run it in a way that you only ever need one
point of contact. How does that sound? It’s
okay to say wow!

Solution IP changed
the performance of
our connectivity.
We got 5 times more
bandwidth, our barer
is ten times bigger so
it can scale when we
do. We even saved
on our monthly bills.”
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Choose the
smart solution

According to the latest
statistics, a concerning 88%
of digital transformation
projects fail. We believe
communication
infrastructure projects
will deliver if you engage
specialist ICT engineers
from the beginning.

The tyranny of choice stops some in their
tracks. Or makes them retreat to that which
they’ve always done. Wrong choice. Yes it’s
true, there is a mind-boggling maze of
connectivity choices, but we’re here to help
you navigate your way to success. On brief,
on time and on budget. Let’s connect!
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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The right bandwidth for your business
With so many time-saving business tools now
available online, high-speed broadband is a
must-have for today’s innovative businesses.
Whether you need superfast optic broadband,
leased lines with guaranteed speeds, or
business grade wifi, our engineers can help
you decide on the right options and keep
your IT engine running smoothly.

Out with outages
Down with downtime. We trust that’s music
to your ears. Because when the system goes
south, everyone loses. In fact, it’s estimated
that internet crashes cost UK businesses
£11 billion a year. Ouch! What you need is a
system that can take the strain. One that
doesn’t fall over when the pressure’s on.

Your network:
designed, installed and managed
We can take care of everything.
From inspiration to installation. Plus we don’t
build and disappear – unless you want us to.
We monitor and assess your network to
ensure it’s working like a dream and look
to improve it based on the data our
assessment provides.

A win-win solution
H
 igh speed, low cost
 olutions built around
S
your business
Hassle-free migration

Internet crashes cost UK
business £11 billion a year

Free up your IT teams

Secure
connections
across sites
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There’s an
obvious solution

You know exactly
what you’re looking for.
Your mind is focused like
a high-powered laser.
What you want from
us is a no-nonsense,
MD-pleasing quote.

You know what it’s like. Your business is all about calls.
But no two days are ever the same. The seasonal highs,
the out-of-hour queries, service teams scattered across
various locations. It can feel rather complicated.
The big question is: can your phone system cope?
If no is the answer, then you should pick up the phone
– see what we did there? – and talk to us. (Other methods
of communication with Solution IP are available.)
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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Worried about missing calls?
With 79% of knowledge workers now working
in dispersed teams, and productivity challenged
by a mobile workforce, communications
infrastructures need to flex to the needs of
your clients and teams.
The productivity and motivation of mobile
workers can be significantly enhanced by
providing intuitive, easy-to-use, contextaware apps designed around their specific
needs – significantly reducing the time they
spend searching for information across
different applications.

Ready to make the switch
Perhaps you’re already in switch mode. But it
feels daunting. So many options. So much
to consider. At moments like this, it’s easy to
default to what you’ve always had. But that
won’t supercharge your organisation. And it
certainly won’t be transformational. What you
need is someone to walk you through the
entire process. Now who do we know?

Half the UK workforce is expected
to be working remotely by 2020

“Lowesmoor Practice was missing
or receiving an engaged tone
on 53% of our incoming calls.
Effectively, our outdated systems
were missing over half of our
customer calls.”
Lowesmoor Veterinary Practice

Avaya
cloud

solved.
We isolated the issue and worked
with their Practice Manager to install
an Avaya phone system.
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No problems.
Only Solution IP

VoiP. SIP trunks. Hosted services. Leased lines.
To the outsider, it can seem unnecessarily
confusing. Don’t worry, it’s just industry
terminology. Our role is to turn the baffling
into brilliant solutions for you. Explained
with clarity. Giving you insight and ultimately
a better way of working.
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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It’s all about you
Before we do anything, we get to know you.
After all, making recommendations based on
guesswork is not good business for anyone.
We explore your current infrastructure and
understand its role in shaping your business.
Once we‘ve gathered the full picture, we’ll
carefully set out what we believe is the right
solution for you.

Fuss-free future-proofing
It’s not just about the now. We define and
deliver a solution that will successfully flex
in the future. This means understanding your
strategy and unifying your communications so
they work seamlessly for everyone. The world
we’re moving towards will be built around
communication mobility. Those that thrive
will use this knowledge to their advantage.
We’ll make sure that includes you.

Switching made simple
The hassle, the hassle. The wires, the newfangled dashboards, the hardware, the anxiety
when you have no connection with the outside
world. It doesn’t have to be like this. In fact, it’s
never like that with us. We are skilled at
smooth transitions that ensure it’s business as
usual (more like much better) for you. We’ll
keep those grey hairs and chewed nails at bay.

Scale

up and scale down
Make

savings every month
Switch

without the stress
Free

up your staff
Never

miss a call again

We couldn’t get
superfast onto our
boat, we need big
bandwidth for big
data when running a
creative business.”
Floating Harbour
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Installation is
only the start

You’re busy running the IT
for a mid-sized company.
Right now, you’re looking for
a reliable, local connectivity
and cloud specialist who
will run your foundation
tech and your networks: the
‘back-office basics’. Without
dramas. Or stuff ups. You
want a talented sidekick to
help you do heroic things.

We don’t just sell and install tech, we
offer you a complete solution. This includes
five-star support and easy-to-understand
processes. It’s about providing you with
confidence and clear direction.
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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Your technology sherpas
The tech marketplace can be daunting. One
of our key roles is to know what’s out there,
how it works and whether it suits your needs.
We never bamboozle with jargon. In fact,
we make it our mission to explain in clear,
practical language. Let’s conquer the
mountain together.

Phone fraud is becoming
a real problem in the UK,

costing businesses
£953 million
in the last year. It can result in
bill shock and loss of service,
which can be disruptive to your
business operations. Sourcing and
running systems and networks with
security by design is central to a
robust day to day operations.

Solution IP have provided
us with outstanding
service and support from
day one. They really take
the time to understand
our business and deliver
the solutions we need.”
Stuart Ashpole,
Facilities Manager,
Barcan+Kirby Solicitors
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Collaboration.
Clarity. Confidence.

Over the years, we’ve been lucky enough
to win several prestigious awards for the
way we work with our clients. Nice as this is,
it’s more a reflection of what matters to us:
the relationships we create through services
delivered with integrity and transparency.
R E AD M O R E

G E T I N TO U CH
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Local, independent
engineers

How it works:
communication engine

Life made easier. That’s what you want.
We make this happen through our engineers.
The fact is calling on third-party services isn’t
for us. We offer a more personal service.
It’s about being on first-name terms. Works
for us. It’ll work for you too. It means you’re
dealing with people who feel connected with
your business journey. How refreshing is that?

World-class award-winning
technology partners
Working with specialist tech partners
with products built for business users
giving you reassurance in secure
infrastructure technology.
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Expert consultation
to provide clarity
and advice on options
at every stage of the
buying process

Proposal review
– transparency
to ensure fit for
purpose and value

Full end to end
deployment –
Engineers on-hand
to assist with
solution design

93% Service
requests completed
within 2 hours

Discover

Design

Build

>> Technical audit

>> Project Manager/
Lead Engineer

>> Connect with
external networks

>> Dedicated
Account Manager

>> Components,
carriers, integration

>> Activate new services

>> Regular reviews

>> Integrate CRM

>> Automated fail safes

>> Integration
– liase with new and
existing carriers

>> Integrate operational
MGT systems

>> Automated disaster
recovery processes

>> Inbound and outbound
performance metrics
>> Integration needs
>> Location analysis

>> SLA requirements
>> Disaster recovery
requirements
>> RAID risk assessments
>> Timings
>> Proposal delivery

>> Security
– Automatic fail overs

Power Up

98% calls
answered
within 3 rings

Runs 24/7
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Why Solution IP is
the right choice

We understand your
business first
For us it’s about getting to know you
– asking the right questions about your
business’ objectives and ambitions.

Only pay for what you need
We’re not about hidden extras, bolt-ons
and small print – we’re about the right tech
for the job at the right price for you.

Solutions that grow with you

Tried-and-tested
switching process

Scale up safe in the knowledge that your
digital engine will perform exceptionally
well in all conditions.

Our expert team will ensure you always
enjoy a stress-free experience. See that loop?
We’ll keep you in it.

Service that’s second to none
We are all about people, relationships and a
long-term commitment to never letting you
down. We began life as a start-up – we
understand what it takes to grow a business.

Solution IP:
the facts that matter
 e answer 98% of calls within
W
three rings

We
close 99% of tickets within
two hours
 out of every 10 of our clients
8
recommend us.
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Like a FREE review?
No
.
Start your engine today with a
FREE Solution IP comms review.

Complete our online form
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